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ABSTRACT 
 
 

Mobile communication has become a vital part of modern communication. The cost of 
network infrastructure has become a deciding factor with rise in mobile phone usage. 
Subscriber mobility patterns have major effect on load of radio cell in the network. The need 
for data analysis of subscriber mobility data is of utmost priority.  

The paper aims at classifying the entire dataset provided by Telenor, into two main 
groups i.e. Infrastructure stressing and Infrastructure friendly with respect to their impact on 
the mobile network. The research aims to predict the behavior of new subscriber based on his 
MOSAIC group. 

A heuristic method is formulated to characterize the subscribers into three different 
segments based on their mobility. Tetris Optimization is used to reveal the “Infrastructure 
Stressing” subscribers in the mobile network. All the experiments have been conducted on the 
subscriber trajectory data provided by the telecom operator.  

The results from the experimentation reveal that 5 percent of subscribers from entire 
data set are “Infrastructure Stressing”. A classification model is developed and evaluated to 
label the new subscriber as friendly or stressing using WEKA machine learning tool. Naïve 
Bayes, k-nearest neighbor and J48 Decision tree are classification algorithms used to train the 
model and to find the relation between features in the labeled subscriber dataset  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
     Wireless communication has experienced enormous growth during the past decade, 
primarily driven by mobile cellular system for voice communication [1]. Collecting and 
analyzing massive mobility data from mobile network is becoming an emerging research topic 
in past few years [2]. There are different types of approaches to obtain mobility data whereas 
characteristics of mobility data is totally different. Over the past decade, telecommunication 
network operators have more and more realized the added value of data analytics for their 
network deployment efficiency [2]. Analysis is the key to turning the multitude of data into 
useful insights and subsequent revenues. The major investment a telecom operator does goes 
into the infrastructure and its maintenance, while the revenues are proportional to the number 
of clients [3]. Nowadays, companies have become more aware of unprofitable clients, and the 
fact that these relationships can account for their substantial share of their total customer base 
and historical information has primarily been used to identify the customers and to define ways 
for serving them in an optimal manner [4].  
 

The cost of infrastructure for antenna units and base stations is increasing rapidly during 
past few years. Each antenna unit is expensive and they contain huge amount of electronic 
processing [1]. Therefore an efficient planning is required to provide a cost-effective cellular 
networks considering competing factors i.e. coverage, capacity and quality requirements [5]. 
Finite capacity of infrastructure, which makes it reliable to serve limited number of subscribers 
and uneven use of network are main observations made in relation between subscriber and 
network-infrastructure. Some subscribers move in areas with busy radio cells while others 
have been staying in locations with under loaded antennas. A radio cell is said to be busy when 
more number of subscribers are connected for most of the time. 
 

For effective utilization of network infrastructure, subscriber grouping or customer 
segmentation approaches are found to be crucial. Geodemographic classification have been 
achieving higher levels of subscriber discrimination when compared with the conventional 
occupational measures of social class [4][5]. Geodemographic segments are based on two 
simple principles. Firstly, people who live in same neighborhood are more likely to have 
similar characteristics than are two people chosen at random. Secondly, any two neighbors can 
be placed in the same category if they contain similar types of people even though they are 
widely separated. Geodemographic segments are used by almost all commercial organizations 
including telecommunications to improve the understanding of the appeal of their products 
and services to different market segments [4]. Among various geodemographic market 
segmentation approaches MOSAIC is mostly used approach in various countries like Sweden, 
Germany, USA, Australia etc. [6].  
 

The research is majorly based on the data provided by Telenor, Sweden. The data set 
consists of the information regarding different subscribers in a Swedish city. This thesis mainly 
focuses on labeling antennas and categorizing subscribers by carefully pre-processing the raw 
data provided by Telenor. The method to generate list of unwanted subscribers has been 
explained by an optimization problem called as Tetris Strategy. Big data analytics with 
machine learning was found to be the efficient way for prediction. By analyzing a set of data 
and classification, it is possible classify future data [7]. With the use of machine learning tools 
and learning from historical data it is possible to define characteristics of new subscriber. 
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1.1 Tetris Strategy 
 
This project was developed by researches working in the project, BIGDATA@BTH [3], [8]. 
Within this project Tetris Strategy was developed to find optimal mix of subscribers to increase 
the clientele without running into service failures due to overloaded antennas. They have 
optimized a mix of 6 client categories which are efficiently targeted via different marketing 
campaigns. Historical data is provided by Telenor from a midsized city in Sweden. The main 
objectives of Tetris Strategy are to calculate the Network Capacity value of an existing 
Network Infrastructure. The Tetris is mainly based on Linear programming(LP), a class of 
problems described with: 
 

 A set of decision variables 
 An objective function, and 
 Restrictions 

 
 
 
In this project the decision variables {x1, x2, …, x6} are the scaling coefficients for each user 
category. 𝑆𝑖 denotes the number of subscribers of category i. The objective function seeks to 
maximize the number of subscribers. 
                          

Maximize  ∑ 𝑆𝑖=1…6 𝑖
𝑥𝑖 

 
subject to:      
      
  ∑𝑖=1…6𝑥𝑖𝑆𝑖,𝑗,𝑡 ≤ 𝐶𝑗 
 
where Si,t,j  denotes the number of users of category i at time t registered with the antenna j and 
Cj  represents capacity of antenna. 
 
The restrictions represent the observed number of clients in each user group at particular time 
and at particular antenna multiplied by its scaling coefficients (left hand side) should not 
exceed the capacity of antenna (right hand side). Out of all possible outcomes, the best client 
category yields the highest value of objective function. 
 
 
The two main assumptions made are: 
 
 
 
Assumption1: The revenues from a telecom network are proportional to the number of 
active subscribers. 
 
 
Here it is assumed that every active subscriber generates the same revenue. The tariff paid by 
user category i is denoted by Ri. 
 
 

Maximize  ∑ 𝑅𝑖𝑆𝑖=1…6 𝑖
𝑥𝑖 
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Assumption2: The impact on the network/antenna produced by a user category is 
proportional to the number of subscribers active at that time moment. 
  
 
If the traffic the users generated is known, then the calculation of the impact on the network 
can be refined as, 
                   
  
    ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑖=1…6 𝑇𝑖,𝑗,𝑡 ≤ 𝐶𝑗 

   
The LP was solved using Gurobi solver and the optimal x was calculated. In Tetris Strategy 
based on subscriber categories and historical data Network Capacity is calculated and Optimal 
proportions 𝑥𝑖 of different categories are calculated which maximizes the network capacity. 
 
  

1.2 Problem description and Motivation 
 

Finite capacity and uneven use of network are the main observation made in between 
subscribers and network infrastructure. Subscriber mobility patterns have major effect on load 
of radio cell in the network i.e. some subscribers move in areas with busy radio cells while 
others have been staying in locations with under loaded antennas.  
 

While the telecom operators are investing majorly on network infrastructure and its 
maintenance. The revenue of cellular network is directly proportional to the size of clientele 
that can use it without overloading any radio cell. 
 
   The authors in [9] have proposed an approach for mobility characterization and traffic 
classification. The Tetris Strategy in (section 1.1) is an approach towards finding optimal mix 
of subscriber categories to increase the size of the clientele and seek to load the antennas as 
evenly as possible combining diverse user mobility patterns. 
 

The authors in [8] have used Tetris Optimization problem to increase number of subscribers 
in a radio network with optimal mix of six subscriber segments. The WEKA is the mainstream 
tool in machine learning and data mining with a state of the art collection of algorithms and 
their reliable implementation.  

 
In [10] the decision tree algorithm in WEKA is used as classification model to predict the 

final grade by evaluating the main attributes that effect student performance in a course.  
 

These studies serve me as a motivation to analyze data provided by Telenor for assigning 
label to subscribers based on their mobility. Tetris Optimization is applied to reveal 
“Infrastructure Stressing” subscribers from three subscriber segments.  
 

Classification algorithms in WEKA are used to predict label for new subscriber using the 
subscriber MOSAIC group and Telenor segment. 
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1.3 Aim and Objectives 
 

1.3.1 Aim: 
 

The main aim of the thesis is analyzing the Telenor data to assign a label to subscribers 
based on their impact on the network. Categorizing the subscribers into three segments to 
reveal “Infrastructure Stressing” subscribers. This thesis also aims at predicting label to new 
subscriber even though subscriber mobility history is unknown. 
 

1.3.2 Objectives: 
 

1) Assigning label to subscribers i.e. “Friendly” and “Stressing”. 
2) Revealing “Infrastructure Stressing” subscribers from three subscriber segments using 

Tetris Optimization. 
3) Preprocess the data in order to run the classification algorithms. 
4) Identifying performance metrics for experimentation. 
5) Detailed study on data mining and classification techniques, in order to predict the 

label of a new subscriber using standard MOSAIC groups and Telenor segments. 
 
 

1.4 Research Questions 
 

 
RQ1.How to categorize subscribers into three segments based on Network Utilization? 
 
RQ2.How to label subscribers into “Infrastructure Stressing” and “Infrastructure Friendly”? 
 
RQ3. How to label a new subscriber without any prior knowledge on his mobility? 
 
 

1.5 Contribution 
 
 

This thesis has been an attempt to predict behavior of new subscriber in a telecom company 
based on MOSAIC customer segmentation system. Apart from Geo-demographic segments, 
there is an individual aspect to every subscriber i.e. based on the usage of Network 
Infrastructure.  
 

Existing subscribers who are staying with busy radio cells and the latter predominantly 
stays with radio cells which are idle. A heuristic method is developed which reveals the 
“Infrastructure Stressing” subscribers from the list of all the subscribers. This information of 
existing subscribers is used to predict the label of new subscriber using J48 Decision tree 
classification algorithm. 
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2 BACKGROUND 
 

2.1 Data mining: 
 

Data mining is a process of extracting knowledge from huge amount of data. Data mining 
mainly deals with analyzing data that is already present in databases. Data mining is defined 
as a process of discovering patterns and it is about solving problem by analyzing data already 
present in databases. The process must be automatic or semi-automatic. The patterns 
discovered must be meaningful in that they lead to some advantage [11]. It is a computational 
process of extracting knowledge from huge datasets involving methods such as statistics, 
machine learning, artificial intelligence and database systems [7]. The main goal of data 
mining is extracting meaningful patterns from huge amount of data which allows to make 
predictions on new data. 

 
Figure 1 Data Mining Functions 

 
 

2.1.1 Data mining model and tasks 
 

Data mining involves different models for determining patterns from huge data. Whether 
the model represents useful knowledge or not it is involved in KDD process for which human 
judgement is required. Data mining involves fitting models to determine patterns from 
observed data. Based on intended use of the system, knowledge discovery goals are defined 
[11]. This involves two types of goals verification and discovery. In verification the system 
can verify the user’s hypothesis. With discovery the system recognizes new patterns. 
Discovery is further subdivide into prediction and description. 
 

 
Figure 2 Data Mining Predictive and Descriptive Model 
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2.2 Data mining methods 
 

Two main goals of data mining in practice are prediction and description. Prediction 
involves predicting unknown or future values using some fields in the database. Description 
focus on finding human interpretable patterns describing the data. Data mining methods are 
used to achieve the goals of prediction and description. 
 
Different data mining methods are: 
 

 Classification 
 Regression 
 Clustering 
 Summarization 
 Association Rule 
 Dependency Modelling 

 

2.3 Classification 
 

Classification works with mapping data item into one or more predefined categorical 
classes. In classification task each data item is classified into one of predefined set of classes 
or groups based on this the category of new data item is defined. An example is assigning a 
new email in “spam” or “non-spam” classes.  
 

The most commonly used methods for data mining classification task can be classified into 
the following groups: 
 

 Decision tree induction 
 Rule-based  
 Memory based learning 
 Neural network 
 Bayesian network 
 Support vector machines 

 
Decision tree induction: Based on several input variables decision tree predicts the value of 
target variable. Decision tree algorithms usually follows greedy strategy which constructs the 
decision trees in top-down recursive manner. Some of the decision tree algorithms which 
follow greedy strategy are Hunts algorithm, id3, c4.5, cart [7]. 
 
Rule based method: This method uses “if…then…” rules to classify data. These rules are based 
on attribute conjunctions. Rule based classifier can be built by extracting rules directly from 
the data. They are expressive and effectively operates with data attributes [7]. 
 
Memory based Learning: This method is instance-based because it compares new problem 
instances with trained instances. Trained instances are already stored in the memory. It 
constructs hypothesis directly from trained instances whereas complexity of hypotheses grows 
with the data. K-nearest neighbor is an example of memory based learning [7]. 
 
Neural Networks: They are used to find patterns in data and to model complex relations 
between input and output. Neural networks are non-linear statistical data modeling tools. 
Neural networks are typically organized in layers where layers are made up of number of 
activation nodes which contain a activation function [7]. 
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Bayesian Network: Bayesian method is based on the probability theory. It is also named as 
probabilistic directed acyclic graphical model. It represents a set of random variables and their 
condition dependencies via a direct acyclic graphs (DAG). In Bayesian Network nodes 
represents random variables and edges represent conditional dependencies [7]. 
 
Support vector Machines: This is known as training algorithm for learning classification and 
regression rules from the data. The functions of SVM are similar to that of Neural Networks. 
For each given input it predicts which of the two classes form the output based on set of input 
data [7]. 
 
The three classification algorithms used in this research are Naïve Bayes, KNN (k-nearest 
neighbor) and J48 Decision tree. 
 
Naïve Bayes: This is also called as idiots Bayes, simple Bayes and independent Bayes. Naïve 
Bayes algorithm is easy to construct without any iterative parameter estimating schemes. 
Naïve Bayes classifier belongs to a family of simple probabilistic classifiers based on applying 
Bayes theorem with strong independent assumptions between the features. Given set of 
objects, each of which belongs to a known class, and each of which has a known vector of 
variables, the Naïve Bayes classifier constructs a rule which will allow us to assign future 
objects to a class, given only the vectors of variables describing the future objects [12].  
 
KNN: This classifier finds a group of objects in the training set that are closest to the test 
object, and assigns a label on the predominance of a particular class in this neighborhood. A 
set of labelled objects, a distance metric or similarity metric to compute distance between the 
objects, the number of nearest neighbors are the three key elements of this approach. This 
classifier memorizes the entire training data and classifies only if the attributes of the test 
objects match one of the training examples exactly [12]. 
 
J48 Decision tree: Decision tree are one of the predictive modelling approaches, where the tree 
is extensively used to represent decisions and decision making. J48 is an open source Java 
implementation of the C4.5 algorithms in the Weka data mining tool. C4.5 grows an initial 
tree using the divide-and-conquer algorithm. Attributes can be either numeric or nominal and 
this determine the format of the test outcomes. The J48 decision tree has two nodes root node 
and leaf node. After the decisions are made, leaf node has two values which represents the 
total number of instances reaching the leaf and number of misclassified instances [12]. 

2.4 Machine learning 
 

Machine learning provides the technical basis for data mining. It is used to extract 
information from the raw data in databases [11].  In machine learning data plays very important 
role, and the learning algorithm is used to discover and learn knowledge or properties from the 
data [13]. In machine learning, prediction performance is majorly effected by quality and 
quantity of data set. 
 
In machine learning three data sets exist: 
 

 Universal data set 
 Training data set 
 Test dataset 

 
Universal data set: Universal data set consists of both training data set and test data set. It 
contains all data pairs and their probability distribution of appearances in the real world. 
Universal data set has to be split into training and testing while using ML algorithm [13]. 
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Training data set: This dataset is observed as a subset to universal dataset due to lack of 
memory or some other reasons. Training data set is used for building and training a ML 
algorithm. Training set can also be used to predict the unseen samples or future events [13]. 
 
Test dataset: This data set is used for measuring the performance of ML model. The strength 
and utility of a predictive relationship can be assessed using training set. In classification 
labeled data set is used as training set for predicting label to test data. 
 

                     
 
Figure 3 Types of Training and Test Set 

 
 

2.4.1 Cross Validation 
 
When the amount of data is limited for training and testing. The holdout method reserves one 

third of data for testing and use remaining two thirds data for training. In this method it is not 
possible to ensure that training set contains all the possible data samples to represent test set.  

For better learning of classifier, sampling of data should be done in such a way that each 
class should be properly represented in both training and test sets. This procedure is called 
stratification. In single hold out procedure we have to consider the swapping of training and 
test sets i.e. system is to be trained on test set and test on training set. To reduce the uneven 
representation of data the average of two results has to be calculated. This method is not ideal 
with 50:50 split of training and test data. For this purpose, there is an important statistical 
technique called cross validation [11]. 
 

 Cross validation uses fixed number of folds to partition the data. Suppose if we use three-
fold cross validation, one third of data is used for testing and remaining two thirds of data is 
used for training and the process is repeated for three times i.e. every instance in the data is 
used exactly once for testing. If we adopt stratification in this method, it is called as stratified 
threefold cross validation. The standard way of predicting error rate in a learning technique 
using fixed sample of data is to use 10 fold cross validation [11]. 
 

2.4.2 Evaluation Metrics 
 

The classifier is evaluated using performance metrics computed after the model-training 
process. There are many classifiers available in Machine learning and it is not uncommon that 
specific classifier performs well when evaluated with certain performance metric while the 
same classifier may perform poor when evaluated with different performance metrics. The 
classifier should be evaluated with certain performance metrics that individually captures 
unique aspect of the classifier performance space [14]. The metrics that are related to binary 
classifier are confusion matrix, classification accuracy, precision, recall and F-measure. In 
binary classifier the input is to be classified into one, and only one of two non-overlapping 
classes [15]. 
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 If we consider classification problem using only two classes (binary classifier) i.e. each 
instance I is mapped to one element of the set {p, n} of positive and negative labels there are 
four possible outcomes which are represented by 2x2 confusion matrix [16]. 
 
True positive (TP): The given instance is positive and classified as positive. 
False negative (FN): The given instance is positive and classified as negative. 
True negative (TN): The given instance is negative and classified as negative. 
False positive (FP): The given instance is negative and classified as positive. 
 

 
Figure 4 Confusion Matrix 

 
 

Table 1 Model Evaluation Metrics 
 

Accuracy (TP+TN) / (TP+FN+FP+TN) 
False Positive Rate FP / (FP+TN) 

True Positive Rate TP / (TP+FN) 
Precision TP / (TP+FP) 
Recall TP / (TP+FN) 
F-measure 2 (𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛−1 + 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙−1)−1 
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3 RELATED WORK 
 
 
 

This chapter discusses about the previous researches, which are related to this research 
document. The below are the related work that have been came across before conducting the 
research. 
 

In this paper [10], classification is used for evaluating  the student data. CRISP frame work 
for data mining is used for mining student data. Decision tree is used as classification method 
to study the generated rules. CRISP-DM methodology (Cross Industry Standard Process for 
Data Mining) is adopted to build the classification model. The methodology includes 
collecting the relevant features, preparing data, building the classification model, evaluating 
the model and using the model for predictions. The WEKA toolkit is used to obtain the 
accuracy of the model. ID3, C4.5 and Naïve Bayes classification methods have been tested. 
Holdout and K-Cross-Validation method are considered as evaluation methods. The author 
has considered 12 conditional attributes and 1 class attribute for building the decision tree. The 
decision tree has generated 41 classification rules which are used for prediction. The accuracy 
of the classifier is observed for three classification algorithms. This research mainly focuses 
on predicting student final grade using classification algorithms. 

 
In this paper [17], data mining and architecture of typical data mining is explained in a 

detailed way. Classification model construction and model usage are discussed. The authors 
have given a brief description of association rule, classification, prediction and clustering. 
Classification is done using ZeroR algorithm. It is stated that ZeroR classifier predicts the 
majority of class in training data. 

 
In this paper [8], the author has used Tetris Optimization to find optimal mix of subscribers 

from different market segments that provide the most even load in the network. The dataset 
consists 27010 unique subscribers and more than 1000 radio cells during one week in 2015 
with the user location registered every 5 min. The optimization strategy is based on Linear 
Programming. The scaling factors are calculated, which gives an objective function value of 
42455. The author has concluded that, there is 58% increase of the number of subscribers using 
the same physical radio network. 

 
In this paper [18], using human behavioral data captured from the mobile network 

infrastructure, in combination with basic demographic information crime is predicted. Crime 
hotspot classification is done by classifying areas which are most likely to witness crime based 
on past data. The classification task is considered as binary classification task i.e. the 
classification will show a high or low crime level in the next month. The dataset consists of 
geographic division of the London Metropolitan Area into cells whose precise location and 
surface area is provided. 80% of the cells are used for training and 20% of the cells are used 
for testing. The classification is done using random forest and support vector machines (SVM). 
Accuracy, F1 score, Recall and ROC curve are considered as performance metrics to evaluate 
their approach. 70% accuracy is obtained when classifying whether a specific area in the city 
will be a crime hotspot or not in the following month.  

 
In the papers [6], [19], [4], [20], As far as the literature on geodemographic segments is 

concerned, postcode classifications are used. Compared with the conventional occupational 
measures of social class, postcode classifications typically achieve higher level of 
discrimination. People of similar social status and lifestyle tend to live close. Detailed down 
to the postal code level, ACORN developed at CACI Limited and MOSAIC developed by 
CNN marketing are the two major classifications of residential neighbors. MOSAIC segment 
system is more effective because it is created by combining statistical averages for both census 
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data and consumer spending data in pre-defined geographical units. When acquiring new 
customers, Industries rely increasingly on geodemographic segmentation to classify their 
markets. Claritas, CACI, MOSAIC are the main geo-demographic systems which are in 
competition with each other. In this research MOSAIC segmentation is used to predict the 
label of new subscriber based on existing subscribers MOSAIC segments. 

Diala Naboulsi, et.al [21] proposed a system to examine expansive arrangements of Call 
Detail Records (CDRs) in order to classify mobile call profiles and group network usages 
appropriately. They assess the system on a CDR dataset including more than 300 million calls 
recorded in an urban zone for more than 5 months. They demonstrated an approach that 
permits to differentiate the network using profiles and to distinguish ordinary and remote call 
practices. Their results have shown the classification produced by the system consistently 
clusters calling profiles with common features that depend on the similarity measure 
employed. Their framework also successfully identifies unexpected traffic profiles. 
 

Thyago Mota et.al [22] have presented a comparative analysis of two location-based 
datasets created from two different sources. One based on call log information gathered from 
mobile users, another based on location information like social media communication 
messages (eg: Twitter geotagged). They have considered both datasets with similarities, such 
as the same geographical area, the same number of users, and similar periods of time, each 
dataset provided a very different set of conclusions about the mobility characteristics of the 
population under investigation. The authors concluded that mobile phone communication 
provides a better source of location information for human mobility research than social media 
communication. 

Zhen Wang et.al, [23] differentiated the abnormal users from the normal ones using some 
techniques like agglomerative hierarchical clustering, and divide the anomalous users into 
telecom marketers or frauds, mobile hot lines and testers. They showed that all the anomalous 
users are distributed in urban areas. In addition, testers and telecom marketers or frauds have 
relatively weak mobility, and are located in the centralized areas. They showed a graphical 
approach for users being recognized as mobile hot lines, showed the characteristics of high 
mobility and relatively decentralized distribution in geographical aspects also. The authors 
have identified three kinds of anomaly from normal ones using approach of agglomerative 
hierarchical clustering. They have analyzed the unusual calling patterns and mobility of the 
anomalous subscribers in temporal and spatial terms. But due to the limitation of the data set, 
the number of identified abnormal users is a little less, which may be not sufficient to reflect 
the distinct behavior patterns of anomaly more apparently. 

Gokhan Yavas, et.al [24] in their paper, proposed a new calculation for predicting the next 
inter-cell movement of a portable mobile user in a Personal Communication Systems network. 
The authors have proposed three phase algorithm/calculation. In the first phase of their three 
phase algorithm, user mobility patterns are extracted from the log history of mobile user 
trajectories data. In the second phase, mobility rules are extracted from these patterns, and in 
the last phase, mobility predictions are accomplished by using these rules. The performance 
of the proposed algorithm is evaluated through simulation as compared to two other prediction 
methods. The Performance execution comes about acquired as far as Precision and Recall, 
demonstrate that their strategy can make more exact expectations than alternate 
techniques.ing.pdf 

G.Kesavaraj, et.al [7] The commonly used classification method are discussed which 
includes Bayesian networks, decision tree induction, k-nearest neighbor , rule base methods, 
neural networks and Support Vector Machines (SVM).  

Based on the analysis comparison is done between C5.0 tree, relative error and number of 
nominal variables. The author has classified algorithms to generate more certain, precise and 
accurate system results. Different classification algorithms (J48, K-NN, SVM, Simple CART 
etc.) and their performance on different datasets is compared using accuracy, precision, 
sensitivity. Finally, they concluded that there is no single classification algorithm that is best 
for all kind of dataset because each classification algorithm has specific problem in their own 
domain. 
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4 METHODOLOGY 
 

The method used in the thesis is mainly based on data analysis. A heuristic method is 
developed to categorize subscribers into Stressing, Moderate and Friendly segments. The 
labelled data is given to Tetris Optimization model to reveal the “Infrastructure-Stressing” 
subscribers. Classification algorithms in WEKA are used to predict the label for new 
subscriber which is further explained in section 5. 
 

4.1 Data Analysis and Preprocessing 
 

Data analysis is the process of systematically applying statistical and/or logical techniques 
to describe and illustrate, condense and recap, and evaluate data.  We generally analyze for 
patterns in observations through data collection. The form of the analysis is determined by the 
specific approach taken and form of data collected [25]. Analysis of data includes simple query 
and reporting function, statistical analysis, more complex multidimensional analysis, and 
KDD (Knowledge Discovery in Databases) [26]. Data analysis involves cleaning and 
organizing data, describing the data and testing data models. 
 
The goals of data analysis are: 

 
 To derive insights from data collection. 
 To look for patterns and relationships of data within a data collection. 
 To make general discoveries about the researching phenomena. 

              
 

4.1.1 KDD Process 
 

The process involved in predicting label to a new subscriber is based on KDD. KDD is 
essential step in the process of knowledge discovery. This process is interactive and iterative 
which involves many steps and decision made by user. KDD refers to overall process of 
discovering useful knowledge from data, and data mining refers to particular step in the 
process. Data mining is the application of specific algorithms for extracting patterns from data 
[27]. Data mining is the synonym for KDD. Data mining is considered as the analysis step of 
KDD process.   
 
 

 
Figure 5 Overview of the steps constituting the KDD process. 

 
 
KDD process mainly involves five stages: - 

 
Data Selection: In this step, data relevant for analysis task is retrieved. Data can be retrieved 
from different data sources. The main goal of this step is selection of appropriate data set or 
focusing on a subset of variables on which discovery is to be performed [28]. 
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Data pre-processing: This step is often neglected but it is very step in data mining process. The 
raw data contains noisy and missing values which can be identified in this step. Data pre-
processing improves the quality of data and makes the data mining easy. Data pre-processing 
includes several steps like data cleaning, normalization, feature extraction, selection etc. [29].  

 
Data Transformation: In this step, data is converted to a common format for processing and 
appropriate for mining. Data transformation involves Normalization, Smoothing, Aggregation 
and Generalization of data.  

 
Data Reduction: Depending on the goal of the task useful features are extracted to represent 
Choosing the data. Data reduction involves in reducing the volume of data or dimensions of 
data (reducing attributes etc.). Mining the reduced data set is more efficient and should produce 
the same analytical results [28]. 

 
Data Mining: It is the task performed to generate the desired result. Before coming to this step 
specific data mining method and model should be selected. Data mining methods includes 
classification, regression and clustering. Choosing the data mining algorithm includes 
selecting the model which are suitable for searching patterns in data and matching particular 
data mining method to KDD process. Data mining mainly deals with searching for patterns of 
interest in a particular representation form including regression, clustering, classification rules 
and trees [28]. 

 
Data Interpretation/Evaluation: In this step, data mining results are represented to users using 
various visualization techniques. The knowledge discovered can be documented or can be 
checked for resolving potential conflicts with previously believed knowledge.  
 
There are many approaches to KDD. The six common essential features are: 

 
All approaches must be able to deal with large amount of data 
 

 Efficiency 
 Accuracy 
 Use of High-level language 
 Use of automated learning 
 Interesting results. 

 

4.2 Heuristic Method  
 

A heuristic method is developed for assigning labels to users which helps in predicting the 
label to new user based on socio economic features. There are infrastructure-stressing and 
friendly clients, where the former use the infrastructure in a taxing manner, such as always 
staying in the zones of high demand and the latter predominantly stay in the zones of low 
demand, where the cells are idle. The heuristic method to reveal the infrastructure-stressing 
clients from the list of all the clients is as follows. 
 
The input to this method is user mobility data which consists of User ID, time and radio cell 
that serves the user. For each User ID an array 𝑁𝐼𝐷 with 2016 elements (7 days × 24hours × 
12 five minutes-slots) is generated. 
 

𝑁𝐼𝐷 = 𝑁1, 𝑁2, 𝑁3,…….,𝑁2016 
 

The elements 𝑁𝑡 in the array (2016 elements) represents number of users that are being 
served by the same radio cell at the same time. 
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𝑁𝑡 =  ∑ 𝑢𝑖

33045

𝑖=1

 

 
Where, u represent individual user served by same radio cell at the same time. 
 
For each User ID the elements in the array 𝑁𝐼𝐷 are sorted in a descending order and sum is 
calculated for top 5% elements (100 elements). 
For sorted 𝑁𝐼𝐷, 
 

𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝐼𝐷 =  ∑ 𝑁𝐼𝐷

𝑁1…100

 

 
Where, 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝐼𝐷 represents the sum of 5% elements from the array sorted 𝑁𝐼𝐷. 
 
Sort the data structure Number ID by the field 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝐼𝐷. 
 

  𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝐼𝐷 = 𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝑏𝑦𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝐼𝐷 <User ID, Value ID > 
 
Where, 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝐼𝐷 represents User Id and sorted Value ID 
 
Based on Number ID (sorted Value ID) users are tentatively labeled into Stressing, Moderate 
and Friendly Segments.  
 
Initialization Steps: 
 
Empty the stressing segment. Set the array A containing the IDs of stressing subscribers to 0 
i.e. Array A = 0. 
 
Reveal the infrastructure-stressing clients: 
 
While (Stressing segment is empty)  
 
do { 
 
Tentatively label the users into stressing, friendly and medium 
The top 1% of clients are labelled into the stressing segment. 
The bottom 1% of the users are labelled into the friendly segment. 
Other users are assigned to the medium segment. 
 
Check the tentative division with the Tetris 
The Tetris optimization model is solved for the three segments representing different 
attractiveness classes to get the optimal coefficients for their proportion and obtain                          
                                          

  x = { 𝑥𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔,𝑥𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑚,𝑥𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑦}. 
 
If (𝑥𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 = 0), then add the IDs of the clients from the stressful segment into the array 
with infrastructure-stressing clients A. Remove the records from stressing segment. 
 
     } 
End of while. 
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4.3 Dataset Description 
 

The dataset used for experimentation is provided by Telenor, Sweden which consists one-
week historical location data of 33044 subscribers in a network of 6000 radio cells with user’s 
location registered every 5 minutes. If the subscriber generates or receives a phone call, Short 
Service Message (SMS) his location is registered for every 5 minutes. Here the location refers 
to the location of radio cell to which the subscriber is connected. If a subscriber makes a phone 
call or SMS between the time 9:00-9:04 then the time is registered as 9:00 and location of 
radio cell with which the subscriber is connected is stored. If a subscriber does not receive or 
generate phone call or SMS in a given 5-minute time slot, then there will be no record of 
location of radio cell connected. Here, the location refers to the location of a radio cell 
represented by latitude and longitude information. 
 

Table 2 Summary information for Telenor Data Set 
 

User ID Time Latitude Longitude 

123 
456 
789 
213 
217 
325 

00:10:00 
15:35:00 
21:13:00 
01:45:00 
22:15:00 
17:15:00 

10.1111 
12.2343 
11.1213 
14.6758 
21.2341 
22.1234 

10.1123 
12.3232 
11.3214 
14.5643 
22.3332 
23.6578 

 
 

Table 3 Relevant Features in the Data Set 
 

Feature Description 
User ID Unique Identification for each subscriber 
Weekday Mon-Sun 
Time The timestamp of the subscriber when 

connected to a radio cell 
Latitude, Longitude Location of radio cell 
Segment ID Information about MOSAIC group code and 

Telenor segments 
 
 
 

The density of radio cell is not same in all the areas; the density differs with the location of 
radio cell. It is higher areas, such as city centers, compared to areas such as areas. The dataset 
poses the following limitations: No information is available about traffic consumption. It is 
only known about the location of the active subscriber. The data set consists of duplicate 
values, here the duplicate entry refers to multiple entries of data when a subscriber is connected 
to the same radio cell in the same five minutes’ time slot. If a subscriber generates or receive 
a phone call or SMS multiple times from same radio cell in the same interval of time the it is 
referred as duplicate entity. These duplicate entities can be avoided by data analysis and 
preprocessing   
 

There are also other features in the data set such as store location where the subscription 
has been purchased, operating system of the subscriber’s mobile phone etc. The one-week 
information of subscriber User Id, time stamps and location of radio cells are considered for 
tentative labelling. There are 14 MOSAIC groups in the dataset namely A, B, C…., N. Each 
subscriber in the dataset is provided with his/her respective MOSAIC group.  
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5 EXPERIMENT 
 

5.1 Experimental Setup 
 

The experiments have been conducted in Ubuntu 14.04 LTS operating system using PHP 
scripts and deployed over Apache server to execute commands on the MySQL database. The 
Tetris Optimization problem is implemented in R language and a tool called GUROBI was 
used to solve the Tetris Optimization problem using simplex algorithm, which is one of the 
famous algorithm to solve the linear programming problems. 
 

5.2 Experimental Procedure 
 

One-week mobility data set provided by Telenor, Sweden is carefully analyzed and 
preprocessed to obtain a relevant data for predictive analysis. Several steps in KDD process 
like normalization, generalization and reduction are applied to the data set to eliminate 
missing, duplicate, error and null values which have no significance in predictive modeling. 
Socio economic information is merged to the processed data set which includes 
geodemographic features required to predict the label of new user whose mobility is unknown.  
 

 
 

                          
Figure 6 Experimental Setup for Data Preprocessing   

 
Using queries total user data has been fetched to an array, by iterating the array subscriber 

individual data is analyzed and processed. Calculations is done on each subscriber, 
individually to identify number of times he has connected to a radio cell and also counted the 
users who have connected to the same radio cell with him at the same point of time. The 
processed data consists of total number of users, along with Value ID for top 5% time slots. 
The processed data is given as input to Gurobi solver to obtain the list of users who are mostly 
active with busy radio cells. The idea of Gurobi solver is evolved from Tetris Strategy 
explained in section 1.2. This helps as validation for tentatively labeling subscribers to 
different classes. Every user in the data set is labeled with a Class Value i.e. stressing and 
friendly. The dataset consisting of MOSAIC group and class label for all the subscribers is 
given as training set to Weka for performing classification task using different ML algorithms. 
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5.3 Weka 
 

The Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis(WEKA) is unifies workbench which 
allows researchers access to state of the art techniques in machine learning [30]. It is an open 
source software issued under the GNU General Public License. WEKA enables a computer 
program to analyse large data sets and make most suitable decision. This analysed data can be 
used to make predictions or help people to make decisions faster.  

 
The algorithms can be directly applied to a dataset or called from your own Java code [31]. 

The work bench includes algorithms for classification, regression, clustering, associative rule 
mining and attribute selection. WEKA GUI chooser gives access to five graphical interfaces 
in WEKA Explorer, Experimenter, Knowledge flow, Workbench and simple CLI (command-
line interface).  
 
The easiest to use WEKA is through Explorer which gives access to main components of the 
Workbench.  
 

                                   
Figure 7 Weka Workbench 

 
 

5.3.1 Preparing the data 
 
The native data storage method for WEKA is ARFF format. ARFF file consists of list of 

instances, and the attribute values for each instance separated by commas. ARFF files consists 
of two sections which includes Header information followed by Data information.  

 
Header section of the file contains relation declaration (@relation <relation name>) and 

attribute declaration (@attribute <attribute name> <data type>). 
 
 The data section starts with declaration @Data. Tools option in Weka GUI Chooser allows 

user to easily convert CSV file to ARFF format.  
 

5.3.2 The Explorer 
 
The explorer contains six panels pre-process, classify, cluster, associate, select attributes 

and visualize. Pre-process panel loads the data from various sources including a data base, 
CSV file, ARFF etc. Using filtering algorithms data can be used to transform from one format 
to other (numeric to nominal, nominal to binary) and it is also possible to delete attributes and 
instances according to requirements of user. Graphs are displayed for selected attributes. The 
processed data is used as input to classify panel.  
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Figure 8 Explorer Panel from WEKA GUI 
 

 Classify panel allows user to select different classification and regression algorithms to 
find the accuracy of resulting model. By default, this panel runs cross validation for the 
selected learning algorithm. This panel includes several algorithms like Naïve Bayes, Logistic 
regression, AdaBoostM1, ID3, J48tree etc.  
 

It also provides graphical representation of models using decision tress and evaluation via 
ROC curves. Models can be saved and loaded in this panel. Weka also supports unsupervised 
algorithms which are accessible in cluster and associate panel [18], [30]. 
 

The Select attributes panel gives access to several methods for attribute selection which 
involves attribute evaluator and a search method. This method can be performed using training 
set or cross validation.  

 
Visualization panel helps you to visualize the dataset given for pre-processing and not the 

result of classification algorithm. It displays a matrix of 2D colour coded scatter plots of every 
pair of attributes [32]. 
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6 RESULTS  
 

This chapter presents the steps for developing classification model.  Three different machine 
learning algorithms in WEKA tool are used to predict the label for new subscriber with respect 
to existing subscribers. 

6.1 Model Development 
 

The model is developed with predetermined labels in the training set. The subscribers are 
labeled as stressing and friendly with respect to their Value ID. The preprocessed data contains 
features for subscribers i.e. MOSAIC group, MOSAIC sub group and Telenor segments. Naive 
Bayes, KNN (k-nearest neighbor) and J48 algorithms are used to find the relation between 
features in the labeled subscriber dataset. The relationships are summarized in a model, which 
can be applied to a test set to predict the label of new subscriber. 

 
 

 
Figure 9 Model Development 

 
 

Test should be independent of training set due to overfitting. First the model is trained using 
classification algorithms in WEKA tool, and applied on test set for prediction of label for new 
subscriber. Stratified 10-fold cross validation is used while developing the model using 
training set. The predictive accuracy of the model using recall, precision and F1-score. 
Confusion matrix and overall accuracy of the model is represented in section 6.2. Value ID is 
considered as key measure to label the subscribers in the dataset. Value ID represents the 
information of subscriber being connected to busy radio cells most of the time.  
 

6.2 Training the model for prediction 
 

The model is trained with a dataset consisting of 26667 subscribers with their features. The 
problem here is only 5% of the subscribers in the dataset are revealed as “Infrastructure 
Stressing” which leads to high imbalance of the dataset. Due to this imbalance, model can 
predict the class having highest number of labels with high overall accuracy. Accordingly, 
rather than overall accuracy other evaluation metrics like precision, recall and f1-score are 
considered to evaluate the model.  
 

Due to the high imbalance in the dataset “Infrastructure Stressing” subscribers are 
completely misclassified as “Infrastructure friendly” subscribers and the accuracy favors data 
that has highest number of frequency in the data. So, the model accuracy is tested by equalizing 
the data. The two classes of subscribers are labeled with respect to their Value ID. The 
subscribers in the training set are sorted in descending order based on their Value ID. The 
subscribers in the top 30% of the dataset are labeled as stressing and the remaining 70% 
subscribers are labeled as friendly to nearly equalize the dataset. The whole dataset should be 
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considered as training set in order to predict the label for new subscriber. All the three 
algorithms are trained using the same training set. The evaluation metrics are calculated by 
running all the three classification algorithms 20 times and taking the average of the 20 runs. 
 

For, each class the confusion matrix represents the number of subscribers that are classified 
correctly and that are misclassified. Based on confusion matrix of Naïve Bayes, 1806 
subscribers in the stressing class are classified correctly and 6090 subscribers in stressing class 
are misclassified to friendly class whereas 18357 friendly class subscribers are classified 
correctly and 414 are misclassified to stressing class.  KNN and J48 tree show more number 
of misclassification compared to Naïve Bayes with increase in accuracy.  
 

Precision, recall and f1-score tells about the prediction accuracy of the model. In the 
prediction of stressing event, precision tells the chances of predicting stressing subscriber is 
correct. Recall tells the chance that a subscriber who is actually stressing will get predicted as 
stressing. According to Naïve Bayes, 44 percent of the stressing subscriber predictions are 
correct and the algorithm has correctly detected 22 percent of stressing subscribers who are 
actually stressing subscribers. It has 30 percent f1-score accuracy in detecting stressing 
subscribers. The confusion matrix is represented below for Naïve Bayes, KNN and J48 
algorithms. 
 
Accuracy: 68.8% 
 

Confusion Matrix Predicted Stressing  Predicted Friendly 

Actual Stressing 1806 6090 

Actual Friendly 2216 16555 

Table 4 Confusion Matrix for Naive Bayes 
 

 Precision Recall F1-score 
Stressing 0.44 0.22 0.30 
Friendly 0.73 0.88 0.79 
Average 0.64 0.68 0.65 

Table 5 Evaluation Metrics for Naïve Bayes 
 
 
Accuracy: 71% 
 

Confusion Matrix Predicted Stressing Predicted Friendly 

Actual Stressing 337 7559 

Actual Friendly 414 18357 

Table 6 Confusion Matrix for KNN 
 

 Precision Recall F1-score 
Stressing 0.44 0.04 0.07 
Friendly 0.70 0.97 0.82 
Average 0.63 0.70 0.60 

Table 7 Evaluation Metrics for KNN 
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Accuracy: 70.1% 
 

Confusion Matrix Predicted Stressing Predicted Friendly 

Actual Stressing 329 7567 

Actual Friendly 403 18368 

Table 8 Confusion Matrix for J48 Decision Tree 
 

 Precision Recall F1-score 
Stressing 0.44 0.04 0.07 
Friendly 0.70 0.97 0.82 
Average 0.63 0.70 0.60 

Table 9 Evaluation Metrics for J48 Decision Tree  
 
 

The model should be validated in order to predict the label for subscriber. In the next step 
dataset is equalized i.e. 50% of subscribers are added to stressing class based on Value ID. 
 
Accuracy: 57.6% 
 

Confusion Matrix Predicted Stressing Predicted Friendly 

Actual Stressing 8995 4288 

Actual Friendly 7018 6366 

Table 10 Confusion Matrix for Naïve Bayes 
 

 Precision Recall F1-score 
Stressing 0.56 0.67 0.61 
Friendly 0.59 0.47 0.53 
Average 0.58 0.57 0.57 

Table 11 Evaluation Metrics for Naïve Bayes 
 
 
Accuracy: 58.7% 
 

Confusion Matrix Predicted Stressing Predicted Friendly 

Actual Stressing 9394 3889 

Actual Friendly 7103 6218 

Table 12 Confusion Matrix for KNN 
 

 Precision Recall F1-score 
Stressing 0.56 0.70 0.63 

Friendly 0.61 0.46 0.53 
Average 0.59 0.58 0.58 

Table 13 Evaluation Metrics for KNN 
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Accuracy: 58.7% 
 

Confusion Matrix Predicted Stressing Predicted Friendly 
Actual Stressing 9394 3889 
Actual Friendly 7103 6281 

Table 14 Confusion Matrix for J48 Decision Tree 
 

 Precision Recall F1-score 
Stressing 0.56 0.70 0.63 
Friendly 0.61 0.46 0.53 
Average 0.59  0.58 0.58 

Table 15 Evaluation Metrics for J48 Decision Tree 
 
 
 

The overall accuracy of Naïve Bayes, KNN and J48 are decreased and friendly class is 
highly misclassified. The number of misclassifications in stressing class is decreased with 
increase in number of subscribers. With the increase in number of subscribers in stressing class 
the misclassification in friendly class increased.  

 
According to Naïve Bayes, 8995 stressing subscribers are classified correctly and 4288 

stressing subscribers are misclassified as friendly subscribers. According to Naïve Bayes, 56 
percent of the stressing subscriber predictions are correct and the algorithm has correctly 
detected 67 percent of stressing subscribers who are actually stressing subscribers. Naïve 
Bayes has 61 percent f1-score accuracy in detecting friendly subscribers.  

 
The dataset with 30 percent of stressing subscribers has high accuracy and low prediction 

accuracy for stressing subscribers because due to more number of friendly class value, 
stressing class is misclassified.  

 
The dataset with 50 percent stressing consists of equally misclassified friendly and stressing 

classes with less model accuracy. 
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7 ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
 

This chapter mainly discusses about the results from Gurobi solver. The results from the 
classification algorithms based on two types of data sets are clearly explained.  
 

7.1 Stressful subscribers within each MOSAIC group 
 

A subscriber is considered as stressing, if he connects with busy radio cells most of the 
time. From the heuristic method explained in section 4.2, the lists with User IDs of 
infrastructure-stressing clients has been obtained. In the whole subscriber set, 5 percent of 
subscribers are revealed as “Infrastructure Stressing”. The below pie charts display the 
division of “Infrastructure Stressing” subscribers within 14 different MOSAIC groups. 

 

 
Figure 10  Division of Infrastructure Stressing Subscriber’s among 14 MOSAIC 

groups 
 
From Figure 11 it is evident that MOSAIC group F has highest subscriber population i.e. 20 
percent of infrastructure stressing subscribers. MOSAIC group B has least subscriber 
population and MOSAIC groups H, G, E, C, D have a moderate number of infrastructure 
stressing subscribers. The MOSAIC groups B, A, M, L, K and I have very low contribution to 
infrastructure stressing subscriber population and therefore prediction with those groups lead 
to partially negative results due to unbalanced data. This is because there are less number of 
infrastructure stressing subscribers when compared to other MOSAIC groups. This leads to 
complete misclassification of infrastructure stressing subscribers into infrastructure friendly. 
There are less chances of predicting infrastructure stressing subscribers in B, A, M, L, K and 
I groups. All the subscribers can be misclassified as friendly. 

  
In the whole subscriber dataset only 5% of the subscribers in the dataset are revealed as 

“Infrastructure Stressing” which leads to high imbalance of the dataset. Due to this imbalance, 
model predicts the class having highest number of labels with high overall accuracy 
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7.2 Prediction of label for new subscriber 
 

As mentioned in section 7.1 on 5 percent of subscribers from entire dataset are revealed as 
“Infrastructure Stressing”. The classification is not possible due to high imbalance in the 
classes. So two datasets are used as training sets with different proportions of stressing 
subscribers. 
 
Dataset1: 
 

This set consists of 30 percent of stressing subscribers and 70 percent of friendly 
subscribers. The model gets an overall accuracy of 68.8%, 71% and 70.1% using algorithms 
Naïve Bayes, KNN and J48 Decision tree. But the stressing class is mostly misclassified as 
friendly class. Precision, recall and fi-score values are of stressing class is observed poor when 
compared to the friendly class. 
 
Dataset2: 
 

This set consists of 50 percent of stressing users which is equal to friendly subscribers. The 
model gets the overall accuracy of 57.6%, 58.7% and 58.7% using algorithms Naïve Bayes, 
KNN and J48 Decision tree. The model mostly misclassifies the friendly and stressing 
subscribers. Precision, recall and f1-score are decreased for friendly class, whereas the values 
are increased in stressing class. 
 

Considering the accuracy of the three classifiers in dataset1 and dataset2, it can be clearly 
seen the decrease in accuracy when the dataset is more equalized. This implies, the correlations 
in feature space. From table 5 and table 11 in section 6.2 which represents the evaluation 
metrics for Naïve Bayes, it is clear that, if the stressing class in the dataset is increased 
precision, recall, f-1 scores are increased for stressing users whereas, the same metric values 
are decreased for friendly class.  

 
This is due to more correlations in selected features i.e. MOSAIC group, MOSAIC sub 

group and Telenor segments. The features are related in such a way that, the class with more 
number of subscribers will have much prediction accuracy. The class with less number of 
subscribers is most likely to be misclassified. 
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8 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 

8.1 Conclusion 
 

This thesis attempted to predict the label of new subscriber with respect to his MOSAIC 
group and Telenor segments. The existing subscribers are labeled into stressing and friendly 
classes based on their mobility with busy radio cells. A heuristic method is developed to reveal 
“Infrastructure Stressing” subscribers from the list of all the subscribers. The method uses 
Tetris Strategy, which is designed to increase network capacity by finding suitable mix of 
subscribers. The subscribers existing in the network are labeled into stressing and friendly with 
respect to their Value ID.  
 

Three well known classification algorithms namely Naïve Bayes, k- nearest neighbor and 
J48 decision are used to build a model, which is further used to label the new subscribers. The 
MOSAIC groups and Telenor segments of existing subscribers are used as features to predict 
the new subscriber. The performance of developed models is evaluated using evaluation 
metrics like confusion matrix, precision, recall and f1-score. Due to class imbalance, the 
dataset is made equalized by increasing the stressing subscriber using their Value ID as key 
tuning parameter. 
 

The results obtained from the three classification algorithms provided a conclusive 
evidence about the correlation of features in the dataset. The decrease in overall accuracy of 
the classifier shows the correlations in the feature space.  
 
RQ1.How to categorize subscribers into three segments based on Network Utilization? 
 

The total time slots for each user (7days×24hours×12-five minute) i.e. 2016 time slots are 
considered. When the user is connected to a radio cell, the number of users who are connected 
to the same radio cell at same point of time are counted. Based on the counts in each time slot, 
the time slots are sorted in descending order. Top 5 percent counts in sorted time slots are 
added for assigning a Value ID to subscriber. Higher the Value ID, higher is the mobility of 
subscriber with busy radio cells. The users are categorized into three segments using the Value 
ID. 
 
RQ2.How to label subscribers into “Infrastructure Stressing” and “Infrastructure Friendly”? 
 

Tetris Strategy is used in this process to reveal the “Infrastructure Stressing” subscribers in 
the network. Users are tentatively labeled into three segments namely Stressing, Moderate and 
Friendly. This dataset is given as input to Gurobi solver to find the optimal coefficients for 
three segments. If optimal coefficient (x = 0) the list of User Ids from stressing segment is 
added to “Infrastructure Stressing” segment. 
 
RQ3. How to label a new subscriber without any prior knowledge on his mobility? 
 

The new subscriber is labelled based on his geodemographic segments (MOSAIC groups) 
and Telenor segments. The subscribers existing in the network are labelled into stressing and 
friendly with respect to their connections with busy radio cells i.e. Value ID. The MOSAIC 
groups and Telenor segments are selected as features to existing subscribers. Using features 
of existing users in the network the new subscriber is labeled as stressing or friendly. Three 
machine learning algorithms which performs well on the selected dataset are chosen namely 
Naïve Bayes, k- nearest neighbor and J48. The model is trained using these algorithms. Based 
on the results obtained from the trained model, it is seen that features in the dataset have more 
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correlations, stressing subscribers are being misclassified as friendly, had the data set been 
more balanced we would have predicted the subscriber label with more accuracy. 
 

8.2 Future work 
 
This section provides suggestions to further research in the area. 

 
 In the future more advanced classification algorithms can be developed to handle 

unbalanced data to predict with more accuracy. 
 The same experimentation can also be tested with different datasets and the accuracy 

of prediction can be tested. 
 The experimented can be conducted with dataset containing more features. 
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